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Introduction

DFT Empower, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Diamond Fortress Technologies, Inc., prepared this 
white paper to demonstrate the efficacy of ONYX® to provide world-class fingerprint authentication 
for real-world financial transactions in developing nations under even the harshest of conditions.  
ONYX is already meeting the needs of the unbanked every day in Pakistan and is a proven powerful 
force to help achieve the goals of Financial Inclusion and Individual Empowerment.  DFT Empower 
is now seeking partners to assist with seizing the opportunities to make ONYX globally accessible 
to disenfranchised and hurting people around the world.

As described below, ONYX is performing extraordinarily well in real-world, uncontrolled, financial 
transactions performed by agents with whom DFT has not yet had any direct contact and essentially 
no training.  The results are amazing and will be further improved as DFT is in the process of 
launching a much-improved version of ONYX.

Every day that passes is one in which millions of people 
could be helped by ONYX, but are left behind

due to lack of financial access.
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Executive Summary
 
The momentous results presented herein represent the culmination of more than five years of 
development efforts by Diamond Fortress Technologies, Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiary, DFT 
Empower, Inc. (collectively referred to as “DFT”), including the last 18 months of combined efforts by 
DFT and its Pakistani partner, PaySys Labs Pvt Ltd with the cooperation of JS Bank, based in Sindh, 
Pakistan.  The fruit of these significant efforts is extraordinary:

DFT, PaySys & JS Bank have now proven that standard off-the-shelf Android smartphone cameras 
can be effectively utilized to authenticate real-world financial transactions by gathering touchless 
fingerprints which are being matched with a high rate of success (88.01% of sessions achieve a match)  
against Pakistan’s national database of fingerprints gathered by specialized hardware touch-based 
sensors. In other words, a major barrier preventing people from engaging in the world’s economy has 
now been removed: expensive hardware fingerprint sensors are no longer required to authenticate 
financial and other transactions that must be verified.

These transactions are known to the State Bank of Pakistan as over-the-counter (“OTC”) branchless 
banking (“BB”) transactions, which are being performed throughout Pakistan by a mobile solution 
known as “J-Cash”.  J-Cash leverages ONYX as the authentication component of the solution known 
as “InstaScan”, which was developed jointly by DFT and PaySys Labs and integrated into J-Cash by 
PaySys Labs.

After these significant efforts, DFT Empower and the 
team crossed the finish line to launch J-Cash, the 
first known money transfer solution which performs 
fingerprint authentication against a national database 
with no hardware besides a cell phone.

So now, all that is required to empower people to 
prove their identity so they can participate in the 
digital economy, receive life-saving assistance, etc., 
is a standard, off-the-shelf, unmodified, mobile phone 
with a rear-facing camera... and ONYX.  ONYX utilizes 
the camera as a fingerprint scanner, compresses and 
converts the finger image into the proper format and 
matches against Pakistan’s (and other countries’) 
national database at a very high speed.

J-Cash fills a critical need as millions of Pakistani 
citizens lack adequate identification documents and 
were therefore unable to participate in the digital 
economy apart from the use of expensive hardware 
fingerprint scanners.  However, expensive hardware fingerprint scanners are no longer necessary to 
authenticate transactions.  This is a monumental achievement to advance worldwide efforts of financial 
inclusion and individual empowerment.

In the following, DFT presents real-world field data showing the impressive performance by the current 
version of ONYX.  This data provides DFT with a clear future development path to leverage this success 
to enable billions more disenfranchised people to participate in, and contribute to, the world’s economy.

This phenomenal opportunity hinges upon DFT’s patented technology known as ONYX.

This phenomenal opportunity hinges 
upon DFT’s patented technology known 
as ONYX.

02:  (ABOVE) AUTHORIZED INDEPENDENT 

AGENTS CAN POSITIVELY IDENTIFY 

CITIZENS AGAINST NATIONAL DATABASES. 

THIS MEETS KYC (KNOW-YOUR-CUSTOMER) 

REQUIREMENTS IN MOST COUNTRIES
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So, What is ONYX?

ONYX is patented mobile touchless fingerprint biometric software developed by Diamond Fortress 
Technologies.  ONYX utilizes a mobile device’s camera as a touchless fingerprint sensor. ONYX 
algorithms detect a finger in the camera field of view, automatically capture it and then process it into 
a FBI quality fingerprint image. ONYX is delivered as a software development kit that can be integrated 
into any mobile application.

The current ONYX version is being used in solutions to facilitate financial transactions and has 
consistently been found by multiple leading IT companies to be superior technology to our closest 
competitors, with regard to speed, ease of use, and image quality.

DFT is nearing completion of the next generation of ONYX, version 5.0, which will contain new machine 
learning technologies that allow for more precise finger detection, faster capture, better image quality, 
simultaneous four finger capture, enhanced liveness detection, and cloud based real-time configuration 
on a device-by-device basis. These improvements will result in a safer and easier user experience.

Background of Pakistan Branchless Bank 

Transaction Use-Case

The breakthrough J-Cash solution deployment was achieved within a specific context in Pakistan, 
which is important to fully understand and analyse in order to leverage this success to reach more 
people within Pakistan... and around the world.  

The most important ingredient in delivering ONYX capabilities to Pakistani citizens has been DFT’s 
partnership with PaySys Labs.  Undoubtedly the first step in any successful ONYX deployment is to 
identify capable and trustworthy partners entrenched 
in the target region who have the relationships and 
determination to navigate the difficult and lengthy 
path to product launch.  In this case, PaySys Labs 
discovered DFT in late-spring 2016 and quickly began 
running ONYX through the governmental regulatory 
and commercial gauntlets.

NADRA Database &
Legal Context in Pakistan:

Pakistan established its National Database and 
Registration Authority (“NADRA”) in 1998 and began 
civil registration of its citizens in 2000.  NADRA 
reportedly contains 90% of the adult population’s 
data with more than 90 million registered citizens, 
including their biometric data.  Pakistani citizens’ 
fingerprints were gathered using various models of 
optical touch-based fingerprint sensors under all sorts 
of conditions within urban and rural environments.

Fortunately NADRA does not mandate any specific fingerprint sensor hardware, nor does it prohibit 
querying the database with fingerprints gathered via a software-only means using existing smartphone 
hardware, such as ONYX.

03:  (BELOW) ONYX IS DELIVERED AS AN SDK, 

WHICH CAN EASILY BE INTEGRATED INTO 

ANY APP.
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NADRA does have fingerprint data format requirements, which the Pakistan State Bank (“PSB”) requires 
and must be followed in order to properly verify a financial transaction in Pakistan.  DFT and PaySys 
Labs worked together to make sure ONYX-generated fingerprint images would meet all formatting and 
data type requirements. Testing confirmed these efforts were successful.

JS Bank informed the relevant regulators (including PSB and the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority) 
of its intent to use ONYX for verification prior to launch and received no negative feedback.  DFT 
recently learned that Telenor Microfinance Bank has notified these same regulators that it also intends 
to use ONYX in Pakistan. DFT looks forward to continuing to spread the availability of ONYX within 
Pakistan. PaySys Labs is in talks with other banks 
and directly with NADRA to allow ONYX to be used 
for government pension and benefit disbursement 
programs. PaySys Labs believes this solution would 
benefit a huge portion of the rural population.

A BBC article titled “Pakistan’s Experience with Identity 
Management” provides some helpful background: 
“Pakistan’s experience with identity management 
dates back to 1973, when the eastern part of the 
country had just seceded and questions were being 
raised over who was a Pakistani and who was not.  

A registration act was then introduced in the 
parliament to create an authority that would register 
Pakistani citizens and issue them with a photo ID.

In 2001, this authority was merged with a national 
database organization to create NADRA, and assigning 
it with the task of computerizing all citizen data.

The Pakistan Central Bank (“PCB”) enacted a rule 
effective July 30, 2017 which requires persons 
transferring or receiving funds in Pakistan to first 
submit to a CNIC (Computerized National Identity 
Card) verification of their identity against NADRA.

According to PaySys Labs, this rule change will result in the number of daily biometric verifications 
jumping from approximately 282,000 per day to 1,411,000 per day.  NADRA currently charges 2.00 
Rupees per verification, which is down from 19.00 Rupees it charged prior to enactment of the new rule 
and this amount may be reduced further, according to PaySys Labs.  DFT Empower and PaySys Labs 
charge a very low combined price for the Insta-Scan biometric authentication against NADRA based on 
transaction numbers per deployment.

These low transaction fees, coupled with no hardware expenses, obviously makes InstaScan 
exceedingly affordable which advances the goal of global access.  

History of Partnership with PaySys Labs & Its Significant Efforts:

By  May of 2016, PaySys Labs (then operating as Monet Private Ltd), had discovered ONYX and 
contacted DFT to receive a testing license to DFT’s ONYX software development kit (“SDK”).  After 
some initial testing of ONYX, PaySys Labs entered into a mutual non-disclosure agreement so the 
parties could discuss the potential deployment in detail.  

For the deployment to be successful, ONYX would need to use standard low-end Android smartphone 
cameras commonly sold in Pakistan to gather fingerprint images.  The image would be converted to 
grayscale and compressed via a NIST (U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology) standard 
Wavelet Scalar Quantization (“WSQ”) algorithm integrated into the ONYX SDK. The WSQ image would 
be transmitted to a Paysys Labs server and decompressed. Then the patented ONYX image processing 
would be applied to create a usable fingerprint. An ISO template would need to be generated of each 

04:    SHOWN ABOVE IS ONE WAY ONYX CAN BE 

IMPLEMENTED IN A FINANCIAL SYSTEM. 

THE FLEXIBILITY ONYX OFFERS ALLOWS 

FOR MANY TYPES OF ARCHITECTURE.
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image and transmitted to NADRA for verification. The system architecture with server-side image 
processing was developed to reduce the burden that would have been placed on the low-tier Android 
devices if all the image processing was done locally to increase speed and reduce the likelihood of the 
application freezing.

After integration and over the course of many months, PaySys Labs conducted internal testing of ONYX 
and tweaking of the application, which was successful. It then moved to the next step of gaining access: 
to test for compatibility with the NADRA database.  After receiving favourable results from NADRA, 
PaySys Labs focused on marketing the application to banks that engage in microfinance transactions, 
including JS Bank.  PaySys Labs’ pre-existing relationships were a huge factor in quickly gaining access 
to decision-makers.

J-Cash Roll out & Transaction Process:

J-Cash was launched on August 30, 2017 with a traditional signing ceremony to celebrate.  J-Cash 
enables a variety of OTC money transfers and payments as described more fully on JS Bank’s website 
at http://www.jsbl.com/jcash/.  

PaySys Labs reports the industry average amount of these transactions is approximately Rs 4,000-
5,000 ($40-$50 US), which are primarily domestic remittances, with a large portion also being bill 
payments.  In Pakistan, more than 10 million people are “settlers” (migrants from one rural/city area to 
another city/urban area).  Most of these settlers are labourers, characterized by low literacy and low 
income.  In addition to these, many drivers, guards, cooks, servants and other low income earners have 
families living outside the city of their employment.  Their families depend on transfers of the earner’s 
income to survive, and J-Cash provides the most easily available means to enable such transfers since 
it requires nothing more than a software download on an existing smartphone to enable the required 
authentication.

These transactions are conducted by agents who interact with each customer and fingerprint them for 
authentication against NADRA as part of the transaction, as required by the new law instituted by the 
State Bank.  Most transaction agents offer solutions provided by more than one of the various banks 
which offer such money transfers.  

The J-Cash agent gathers the customer’s information, primarily from their national ID card, and asks 
which of their finger(s) have been printed for NADRA, so that the agent can acquire one of the registered 
fingers for matching against NADRA.  NADRA is then provided with the customer’s citizen number (and/
or secondary citizen number), identification of which fingerprint is being provided (e.g. left hand index 
finger), and the fingerprint.  Once this information is transmitted, NADRA responds by either confirming 
the match, or by sending an error code describing why the match was unsuccessful.

Due to the new law, banks are in the process of outfitting agents with fingerprint scanners which is a very 
expensive endeavour. One of the banks with whom PaySys Labs is in discussions has 60,000 agents.  
In Pakistan, tablets with hardware sensors cost about $150 US, while mobile phones with fingerprint 
sensors range from about $115-$125 US, and institutions are not eager to spend this significant initial 
investment (plus ongoing maintenance/replacement costs), especially for less active agents.  

The result is that up to one half of agents are not equipped to perform transactions, which 
disproportionately impacts rural/outlying areas, and could force families in those areas to go without 
support.  Because the pricing for ONYX is transaction-based with no upfront costs to the bank, it is 
being well received and should proliferate to prevent families from going without - even if their local 
agent does not have a hardware fingerprint scanner.

PaySys Labs reports that J-Cash transaction agents received no training whatsoever in how to assist 
a customer with being fingerprinted using ONYX. There have been no training workshops or training 
materials provided.  The fact that ONYX is performing as well as reported herein, despite the fact that 
agents have no prior experience and no training on how to perform touchless fingerprinting, is nearly 
miraculous.  The following very favourable results (under far less than favourable circumstances) are 
an objective indicator that ONYX can play a major role in solving the identity barrier to inclusion and be 
improved upon to perform even better.
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Presentation & Analysis of Field 

Data

During the course of the month, J-Cash customers engaged in a total of 32,520 
money transfer sessions or transactions.  Of those, 28,621 sessions resulted 
in a successful funds transfer, which represents an 88.01% Success Rate. 
Although these overall results are quite impressive, review of the fingerprint 
match attempt results reveals that there remains room for improvement.  
There were a total of 64,386 fingerprint match attempts within the total 
sessions, of which, 28,621, or 44.45% of the match attempts were successful.  
On average, each successful transaction/session required just over 2 
fingerprint match attempts (2.25 attempts per session) to achieve a successful 
verification.

For match attempts which were not successful, each was designated by NADRA with one of about ten 
different error codes which indicate the reason for a specific non-match.  However, all but one of these 
error codes signify some error other than a failure of the fingerprint to match the registered print.  

PaySys Labs reports that the second most common error code, 121: “invalid finger index” occurs when 
an agent attempts to match against a finger the customer has not registered with NADRA.  For instance, 
an agent may attempt to match the left index finger when the customer has not registered that specific 
finger in the database.  This usually occurs because the consumer forgets which finger(s) are registered.  
The other error codes for citizen number not being verified, fingerprints not in database, etc. are more 
self-explanatory and are also not directly caused by a fingerprint non-match.

Only error code 122 designates when the proffered fingerprint did not match, which occurred 22,879 
times during the month.  Consequently, the actual False Rejection Rate (FRR) for the month was 
approximately 35.5%.  

It is noteworthy that not a single person is reported to have received or transmitted an unauthorized 
J-Cash money transfer during this month of data.  In other words, the false acceptance rate (FAR) for 
the month is 0%.

In light of the completely uncontrolled transaction conditions in an developing country, DFT is thrilled 
with these initial results and looks forward to further improving them.

The most telling indicator of success is PaySys Labs’ complete devotion to marketing ONYX to many 
different financial institutions and directly to NADRA and other Pakistani government entities.  PaySys  
Labs is confident in the efficacy of ONYX as evidenced by its investment over the past 18 months and 
its continued presentation of favourable demonstrations for these entities on a regular basis After 
conducting a successful pilot, PaySys Labs expects to roll out a solution for Telenor Microfinance Bank 
in the near future.

05: REPRESENTATIVES FROM DFT’S PARTNER, 

PAYSYS LABS AND JS BANK OFFICIALLY 

SIGN THE CONTRACT FOR THE 

DISTRIBUTION OF THEIR ONYX-INCLUDED 

MOBILE BANKING SYSTEM.

06: PART OF THE USER INTERFACE SHOWING 

THE IDENTITY VERIFICATION STAGE OF 

J-CASH / INSTASCAN.
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Data Integrity: Service Watcher Data Notes:

PaySys Labs’ J-Cash server receives transaction data from agents, then transmits that data to NADRA 
for matching, and receives the response from NADRA which is immediately transmitted to the agent.  It 
is from this server that PaySys Labs’ “Service Watcher” software culls the transaction data and sends a 
daily report enclosing same.

Examples of full daily reports are included on a separate tab within Appendix A.  All full daily reports can 
be provided upon request. You may note that no data is provided for October 25, PaySys Labs was not 
able to answer why data was not generated for that day.  You may also notice a surge in transactions on 
October 31.  PaySys Labs surmises that this is due to JS Bank having monthly sales targets that agents 
strive to hit at the end of the month.

Initial Lessons Learned:                         

Challenges & Opportunities

1) This deployment is considered a huge success.  These field results prove that it is no longer necessary 
to purchase expensive hardware fingerprint sensors in order to connect those left behind into the 
digital economy. A low-cost software deployment of ONYX can effectively do the job.

2) There is still much to do.  These results also show that there are areas for improvement as there 
were a significant number of individuals who attempted to transfer funds but were unable to do so.  
ONYX 5.0 will make a huge difference while additional gains can be made through agent training and 
continued user experience improvements to obtain the best quality fingerprint.
 
3) The implications for global access are monumental.  In addition to NADRA, ONYX has also been 
successfully integrated with various other national fingerprint databases, including those in Mexico, 
Colombia, and an additional first-world country DFT is prohibited from disclosing at this time due to 
a confidentiality agreement.  Some countries have outdated rules in place that make it more difficult 
to achieve regulatory approval of ONYX, but those can be overcome.  These results leave no doubt 
that ONYX can and will be used to help people throughout the world, including the estimated 2 billion 
unbanked and countless more refugees, migrants, etc. who could be accurately identified and receive 
life-giving benefits as a result.

Vision for Future Development Path

It is encouraging to see that DFT’s development efforts to date are working, but there is much work to 
be done in order to maximize the opportunities.

Device Specific and General UX Improvements:

Our experience with JS Bank and Paysys Labs has highlighted the need to achieve a broader range of 
device compatibility and improved user experience in general. Our development aim over the course of 
the next few months is to specifically improve the capture experience by leveraging machine learning 
techniques to increase the efficacy of our finger detection algorithm that triggers the auto-capture 
component of ONYX; thus, eliminating failure to capture due to background signal data interference. 
Additionally, we’ll be deploying ONYX with the ability to make real-time settings adjustments based on 
the specific device model and user characteristics via Google Firebase, Google’s mobile application 
development platform.

We are also optimizing the image output so that ONYX returns a default image size regardless of device, 
and one that is shown to produce the highest match rate across existing national AFIS (Automated 
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Fingerprint Identification System) systems. This will reduce false rejects due to scale variation. Also, 
this optimization will ensure ONYX does not return an image if the capture produces a fingerprint of 
insufficient quality thus eliminating time loss due to submission of poor quality images for matching.

We plan to implement a four finger simultaneous capture interface as well, which will allow for a high 
rate of match and higher accuracy.

Liveness Detection / ONYX 5.0:

Admittedly, the current version of ONYX includes very limited resistance to spoofing and is therefore 
weak on liveness detection.  Because J-Cash transactions are conducted through designated agents, 
however, liveness detection is not a critical component, so this limitation does not prevent the 
deployment from being successful.

However, ONYX will need strong liveness detection in order to be deployed in scenarios where 
transactions are self-directed.  DFT is thrilled to announce that we’ve developed a spoof detection 
solution which is being tested now and is working extremely well.  In initial testing, it is performing 
more accurately than solutions DFT has seen in traditional touch-based sensors. 

DFT has a demonstration app we cleverly call the “real/fake demo” that can be provided to demonstrate 
this new technology.  ONYX 5.0 is scheduled for release in early 2018 and will include the new robust 
liveness detection algorithm, among other improvements.  This new version of ONYX will be suitable 
for all types of deployments where robust authentication is needed.  

Market Potential: Pakistan & Beyond

The J-Cash solution, although a monumental technological breakthrough helping thousands, is just 
a blip on the screen in relationship to reaching the many millions of people in Pakistan who remain 
disengaged from the digital financial system and otherwise disconnected from the benefits of modern 
society.  Reaching even these many millions will still be just the beginning in relation to impacting the 
worldwide disparities that exist.

The World Bank estimates that there are 2 billion unbanked people in the world who are missing out on 
benefiting from (and contributing to) the world’s economy.  The context within which those people are 
located differ from the circumstances in Pakistan, but, as the World Economic Forum has pointed out, 
the proven route to effective solutions should be found “by harnessing mobile money technology.”  As 
proven by the results reported herein, ONYX is the perfect mobile money authentication technology to 
overcome the existing hurdles and empower those left behind.  

Conclusion

ONYX is now established as the low-cost software solution which will make hardware fingerprint 
sensors obsolete.  If you are interested in partnering with DFT to make ONYX globally accessible, 
please don’t hesitate to contact us.  We look forward to hearing from you!


